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in all areas of indian society, cricket has served as a path to betterment. each summer, the indians flood the uk
to watch their favourite sport. there are several fans of indian cricket and the game is both a matter of national
interest and personal fame. although the sport is now part of the mainstream of life in india, it used to be
enjoyed less. that was until the 1950s when the sport became one of the most popular. to ensure the game is
played, cricket clubs sprung up across the length and breadth of the country. watching indian cricket has
become cool. the matches have both become a source of pride for india and a way to foster a sense of national
identity. for the indians, cricket is a way to recapture the spirit of their grandmother’s days when the game
was a way to ward off boredom. more broadly, the game provides fans an outlet to display their patriotism.
cricket now represents a symbol of patriotism, a kind of nationalism in its own right. in a world of nanny states
and national groupings, cricket is a popular arena for national unity. it is a way of expressing love for your
country. we grow up like one brother. whenever we get the opportunity to play in india or any other foreign
country with our fellow countrymen we know that, one day we will die, but as long as we remain alive, we will
always be one in the spirit of friendship. the time has come to put an end to the terrorist face of world, and to
deal with those who are cunningly trying to destabilise countries in order to divert attention from their own
miserable lives. the time has come to tackle all these evils with a unified approach, and we need that to be
applied also to other nations.
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the first state-run bank in indonesia is established in 1955 by president sukarno. it is named bank permai or
bank perniagaan indonesia. the first president of the bank is sukarno. on november 17, 1975 the bank is

renamed bank indonesia or bank bisnis indonesia. it is the first bank in indonesia that is government owned.
the bank can provide financial services to all range of customers, including individuals, small and medium size

companies, large companies and also the state. it has many branches of all islands of indonesia. the
headquarters of the bank is located in jakarta. picture: nine metro stations in kolkata in three colours the

railways authority, the railway board, on friday signed a contract with a japanese firm for the civil works of the
kolkata metro’s new 22-station extension to salt lake. while japan has not been shortlisted for the mega

project, it has bagged the contract for civil works. hd online player (bangali babu english mem bengali ful)kptru
has apologised for a community notice which threatened to lock up the transgender community for flouting a
ban on indecency. “we are sorry for the error. please click here and give us feedback. we will take immediate
action,” the notice which appeared on kptru’s facebook page on thursday read. there is a truth in what brian
lara once said about sachin tendulkar - it is that he has been the engine room of india's victory in the cricket.

dhoni, however, since his elevation as the team captain, has been adding the spark of initiative and nuggets of
brilliance that take india's win to hitherto unknown heights. most important is his ability to add cohesion to the
team despite his age and the fatigue factor. under the captaincy of dhoni, india's batting unit went from being
a mess of a team to being one of the most proficient in the world. like sachin, the captain is in a way more than

a batsman - he is an intangible factor in the equation. this, india's most experienced captain, is making his
presence felt in the test arena. 5ec8ef588b
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